Dear Professor,
Our IDEC conference was a great success with our efforts and your support.
Over 400 participants and many authoritative experts joined in The Sixth IDEC International
Drama Education Practice and Application Conference, including those from Beijing Foreign Studies
University, Central Academy of Drama, Shanghai Theater Academy, Beijing Normal University,
Renmin University, Capital Normal University and other colleges and universities academic
researchers, the administrative department for education of primary and secondary schools,
kindergartens and off-campus education researchers and practitioners of

drama education.

The IDEC Golden Mask Award is an annual award established this year in the framework of the
International Drama Education Congress to commend the achievements of drama education.
We set up 10 awards this year: Manager of the Year; Annual Popularisation and promotion Award;
Teacher of the Year; Young Potential Teacher of the Year; Educational Drama Director Award; Annual
Teaching and Research Achievement Award; Chinese Though and Culture Communication Award;
Aesthetic education achievement Award; IDEC Teacher of the Year; Special Achievement and
Contribution Awards

Chinese and foreign experts gave speeches to share their experience of drama education, highlighted
the the importance of drama education, analysed the basic elements of drama and the new education
policy, helped and offered advice to the participants to combine English education and aesthetic
education with drama education.

Ma Wenqi, the Chinese academic director of IDEC and professor of
Central Academy of Drama, based on the new requirements of art
reform, clearly called for "let drama run through all stages of school
art curriculum in the stage of compulsory education", and gave three
reasons -- because of its comprehensivism, drama could become the
organizational framework of art curriculum teaching content;Because
of its situational nature, drama is a convenient channel from life to art
world. Because of its applicability, drama is a way to impart
knowledge in other fields. At the end of his speech, Ma Wenqi
expressed his hope that in the near future, drama education

would blossom in more schools and become more and more
popular.

IDEC international academic director, famous
drama education experts, Jonothan,professor at
the university of Warwick, in remote video
speech he highlighted the importance of drama
education. Through drama education, we could
help each child to find their own position in
society. Jonothan said the sudden outbreak of
unrest will also add new meaning to "old
story", it strengthens the bond between people,
makes us more care about the disadvantaged
groups, more willing to make sacrifices for
social benefit, in the long dark night, drama is
the light of dawn, it also gives hope to the
children in the future.

You Na, deputy director of The Education Committee of Dongcheng District, Beijing, has cultivated
her life with "dramatic enlightenment". She gave her report sharing about "Aesthetic education,
self-cultivation, leading the future development", detailedly introduced the experiences of
dongcheng District in recent years for the construction of drama theory and practice of the broad
platform. Director You Na said that with the smooth progress of Chinese educational reform and
modernization, people will pay more attention to drama education. Dongcheng District had introduced
advantaged drama resources into the campus, and the students show good cultural quality and spirit,
school education showed rich cultural atmosphere and bright light of aesthetic education.

In the roundtable discussion which themed by "drama education meet the traditional culture" , the
head of the secretariat of the Key Concepts in Chinese Thought and Culture Translation and
Communication Project, deputy chief editor of Foreign Language Teaching and Research Press,
ZhangSiYing; the r&d team leader of dramatic class of the Key Concepts in Chinese Thought and
Culture, MaWenQi; secretary-general of aesthetic education research association in dongcheng district,
Jiang Ting; the academic committee member of Key Concepts in Chinese Thought and Culture
Translation and Communication Project, Wang Lin; the r&d member of Key Concepts in Chinese
Thought and Culture Translation and Communication Project, Li Jing Han, shared their experience
from curriculum development, teaching practice to book publishing behind the scenes.

Taking the stories of "The benevolent loves others. " and Nian (nian) as examples, the teachers
expounded and analyzed the dramatic presentation of traditional culture, they combined the key words
into teaching, so although the content relying on the classics, it is full of contemporary
thinking.

The president of IDEA International Drama Theatre and Education Association Robin Pascoe shared
the suggestions how to building confidence in drama education.

He introduced in detail, sound and

motion, tension and focus, time and space, language, mood, atmosphere and symbols, basic principle
of drama elements and stories. Guided the participants to know how the elements of drama and the
principles of story help students learn drama.

IDEC guest lecturer Zhang Di focused on sharing the experiences of the drama education practice and
exploration for 3 to 8 years old children in her keynote speech. She believed that drama education not
only studied the drama art itself, but also helped children to understand the outside world through art
learning. She shared a series of ways to promote drama education in kindergarten and primary school,
and said that drama education had a long way to go and the most important thing was to "start".

Kimberley Snider, the president of Canadian Drama and Dance Education Association, pointed out
the role of drama in English teaching is to open doors to imagination. Story that united English and
drama these two subjects powerfully together. She shared her own experience of how drama benefited
English teaching. Using drama could offer students active and creative learning in English class.

Drama education practitioners shared their teaching achievements at the conference and carried out
demonstration courses and drama performances.
Yang Shasha, an English teacher from Beijing
No.

2 Experimental Primary School, shared

a case of the Drama "The Pied Piper".

She

believed drama education is not out of reach,
it's just a teaching method, drama activities
can enable all children to participate in the
story, while learning to continuously improve
the imagination, creativity, English thinking
ability and comprehensive use of language
ability.

Ms He Chang from The Experimental School affiliated to Beijing Institute of Technology gave a demo
Chinese drama lesson, using "snow child" as a material, for grade 2. Children enjoyed the story of
friendship and expressed their thoughts in the shoes of the characters with the guidance of the teacher.
Li Minghua, special tutor of IDEC and famous director of children's drama, reviewed that one of the
wonderful gifts of drama education, as opposed to the tedious tradition of sit-in education, is that it
helped children to find the pure pleasure of thinking rather than the value judgments of the standard
answers.

Zhang Xuanye, a teacher from the Sixth Kindergarten in Miyun District, Beijing, together with the
children of 3 year old, brought a presentation of "Guli and Gula". Under the guidance of the teacher,
the children played the role of "fragrance" and drifted away with the wind. Their small bodies danced
on the big stage. IDEC Guangzhou teaching research center director Su Yi affirmed Zhang Xuye’s
"play" attitude, he believed "fun" is the first step of a good drama class. It is not necessary to be
serious and profound. It may be more impressive to focus on the simplest things in daily life.

Three children's plays were shown during the conference:- DengShiKou elementary school “My
Friend Wand Erxiao, Fangcaodi International School “The great physician,Hippocrates meets Sun
Simiao", capital normal university affiliated school “Dreams never end”.

Visual and physical forms

are closely combined with drama, and interpret the professionalism of drama and strike at the heart of
the participants.
like a dream.

Just as Mr.

Liu Minggang, from Fangcaodi International School, said, "Drama is

Children can speak their hearts from their own perspectives. With our love for children,

we start from the modern educational concept and interpret the charm of drama in a way that belongs
to children. ”

Teacher Su Yi, head of IDEC Guangzhou Teaching and Research Center, led all teachers to carry out
interactive workshops at the conference. Through lively and vivid role playing and neat plot combing,
the picture book story of Mr. Pig Went For a Picnic became three-dimensional. From the perspective
of "Mr.

Pig", participants are driven to think and express themselves through guided questioning and

collective interaction. The participants had an intuitive feeling of how teachers should lead children to
fully experience and think in the story.

Teacher Li Minghua brought an experiential workshop "We can play drama with children like this!"
Through the dramatic performance structure story frame, she invited all the teachers present to
interpret the story of "Three Little Pigs", which pushed the atmosphere of the meeting to a new climax.
When summarizing the activities, Ms.

Li Minghua said “in drama education, we should put aside the

confusing theoretical terms, get back to the moment of playing games.

Children are more likely to be

guided and engaged by games and the story situation than adults, we need to give them enough time to
display their imagination.

At the end, Ms.

Li Minghua said vividly, "Drama is a process of

believing, not believing because of seeing, but seeing because of believing. "

We had seven workshops in this conference and including a combination of various fields and drama
education.
A1 workshop: Children's Literature and Drama Education

Ms. Zhang Di

A2 workshop: Play Drama with Your Kids - New Ideas for Create Children's Plays Ms. Li Minghua

A3 workshop:The Practice and Application of Drama in English Class Mr. Zhang Guigang

A4 workshop:Traditional Culture Education and Values Cultivation in Drama Class Ms. Li Xiaozhuo

A5 workshop: Exploring the "Education of Love" for Preschool Children with Drama Education
Mr. Su Yi

A6 workshop: English theater - Play Drama in English and Learn English with Drama Mr. Lu Yuanye

A7 workshop: Starting from the text interpretation, exploring the innovation and integration of drama
education

Ms. Liang Ziwen

The German educator Jaspers once said, "Education essentially means that a tree shakes another tree, a
cloud pushes another cloud, a soul awakens another soul. Education cannot be called education if it
fails to touch the soul and cause a profound transformation of the soul.
We believe that under the joint efforts of the majority of drama education practitioner, Chinese drama
education can forge ahead with determination, we could go uncompromisingly and offer a brighter
future for children.

